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Modelling Scenery in Styrofoam
on Tehachapi BC



A Scenery Clinic by Someone Who Has 
(almost) 

Never Made Scenery 



Outline

• Why Tehachapi?
• The prototype line
• Progress on Tehachapi, BC
• Diorama construction step-by-step



Step 1 - foam slabs were marked with a bright Sharpie and cut from 2ʹ ⨉ 8ʹ foam 
board using a jigsaw with a Festools foam cutting blade*.  This makes clean cuts 
with no dust!   (*p/n  S 155/W)



Basic landform slabs for the diorama.  I used slabs of varying thickness: 1ʹʹ, 1½ʹʹ, 
and 2ʹʹ, as appropriate.



Slabs are glued together with Woodland Scenics (or equivalent) hot glue.  No 
waiting time to dry, and the result is quite strong.



Now the fun begins!  The Dremel oscillating tool (Multi-Max MM30 in my case) 
with the stiff scraper blade is used to carve the foam to its close-to-final shape.  
The process is very similar to carving a turkey.  "



The final landform pieces and 
roadbed section ready to be attached 
to the base.

The process produces a pile of scrap 
chips that are best swept up rather 
than vacuumed.  Happily, the process 
produces very little dust or clingy 
foam debris.



An end view of the basic land form.  It just needs to be good enough.



Another view, in different light, showing the carving marks left by the Dremel 
tool.  These will be covered over with Sculptamold.



It really is fine to have lots of pockmarks at this stage.  The main goal is to get 
the large scale contours right.  This is a very important goal for me!



At this stage I paint the foam sections in my base scenery colour: a light tan that is 
similar to the soil I plan to model.  This is a quick & easy way to get a better feel 
for the final product — and looks pretty good on its own!



I tried various recipes for coating the foam to fill gaps and fine tune the land 
forms.  I ended up using straight Sculptamold and have been very happy with 
it.  When I coat the layout, I’ll probably add a bit of base colour paint to the 
Sculptamold so holes don’t look white when I plant bushes, etc.



Another view of the Sculptamold.  Creating rivulets in the cuts (using an artist’s 
spatula) was very simple with this material.



Another view of the Sculptamold.  Creating rivulets in the cuts (using an artist’s 
spatula) was very simple with this material.

The spatula 



I sealed the gap between the roadbed and the Sculptamold with duct sealing 
compound (used for sealing electrical conduit).  This has the consistency of 
modelling clay, but it stays flexible for a lifetime and is immediately paintable.  
The access road was finished with ordinary plaster, sanded smooth.



After the Sculptamold and plaster coats were dry*, I painted them with the same 
base colour as before.  (Next time I will mix a bit of paint into the Sculptamold 
to avoid white blemishes when I later go to plants bushes, trees etc.)

* The Sculptamold coat required ~2 days to dry.



Soil supplies & tools: soil is a ~50/50 mix of sifted dirt from California and 
unsanded grout (colour: linen) from Polyblend.  (Both were sifted through an 
anti-splatter screen from a kitchen shop.)

The soil 



I wanted to practice representing the parched clay of southern California, so 
I took a scrap of rejected foam land form and experimented with different 
treatments. Here is a sample — the recipe follows on the next page.



To apply the soil mixture, I paint slightly thinned ultra-matte medium to the 
area to be covered, then sift the soil over the glue with a shaker.  (Try to spread it 
evenly.)  I then spray it with alcohol and dribble some more thinned matte 
medium on it.  It will look like a mess until it dries!



For me, realistic grasslands require static grass.  The main tools & supplies I use 
are shown here: Noch Grassmaster, “wild” grass, and grass glue, and Silflor 
long tufts (grass tuff on a sticky mat.

Static grass



I work in patches that are small enough to complete before the glue dries too 
much.  Try to make the boundaries follow reasonable contours, such as cow 
trails, in case the borders show in the end.



The grass can look pretty splotchy until the glue really dries.  The Noch grass 
glue is especially well suited to the job.  It dries flat and clear is is very robust to 
handling.  While the glue is still wet & tacky, I hover a shop-vac head over the 
grass to draw it upward a bit more than the static electricity did on its own.



I like to take photos as I go to get of sense of how things “really” look.

The grass is a bit on the tall side in N scale (2.5 - 3 ft) but I feel that shorter grass 
looks a bit too manicured for the California hills.  This Noch grass is 6 mm 
fibres, but I would like to try 4 mm lengths  before I commit this to the layout.



I was also concerned that the dirt maintenance road not look too coarse and 
photos can help gauge that.  I ended up “grading” that portion of the soil with 
my fingers to give it a finer texture.



And the trains roll on….



“Next (time I do this clinic), an example of the very same procedure when done correctly.” 


